Ιnspired by the purification
rituals held by the Minoans
during the Bronze Age

MAGIC MONDAYS at The Beach House
The ultimate amalgam of extraordinary experiences packed into one
evening – we proudly present Magic Mondays.
Starting with a contemporary interpretation of the spiritual ceremony,
created and practiced by the Minoans during the Bronze Age. The
purifying blessing with laurel and sage calls on the divine goddess of
the sun to relinquish her power and give way to the night.
The evening unfolds whilst our renowned artists and DJs reveal
their talent on The Beach House decks. Join us and be a part of the
communal feeling that is Magic Mondays at The Beach House.
VISITING ARTISTS
BEN BRIDGEWATER
MAY 27 / JUN 10 / SEP 2

Ben has been a permanent fixture on the London party
scene for 20 years, as well as playing at the world's
coolest parties for royals and roughnecks, viscounts and
vagabonds. He has held residencies at The Arts Club,
The Scotch, The Box, 5 Herford St, The Double Club, The
Groucho and The Cuckoo Club, supported Stevie Wonder and The Stones,
played at parties in Paris for Stella McCartney as well as at film premieres for
James Bond and Star Wars. As co-founder and creative director of Playlister,
Daios Cove's in-house music team, Ben understands the sound of The Beach
House better than anyone.

ALEX NUDE
JUN 3

Having DJed for over a decade, Alex Nude has been
based in Mykonos since 2013. As resident DJ for Scorpios
Mykonos for the first three years he became well-known
for his branded night 'Blaq Theory' with great tech
sounds recorded at the world-class Nightclub Moni, also
in Mykonos. Having performed in Hong Kong, Melbourne, Sydney, Belgrade,
London and Cyprus, 2018 saw Alex making his debut as producer with exciting
projects to come.

VERONIKA FLEYTA
JUN 10

Veronika Fleyta’s career is one that has taken her from the
beach parties of Vietnam to the international dance music
stage. The renowned DJ and producer was drawn in by the
electronic soundtracks on the international catwalks she
walked, quickly developing a passion that has transformed
her DJ career. Dividing her time between London and Ibiza, Veronika has played at
BPM in Mexico, Burning Man, AfrikaBurn, Miami Music Conference, ADE, Epizode
Festival, Tulum, Blue Marlin Ibiza, Ushuaia, Heart Ibiza, NMRoy Club and more.

DAN LYWOOD
JUN 10 / JUL 22

Dan Lywood has travelled the world DJing since the early
1990s. His unique blend of disco edits and beach-friendly
house music has taken him across continents for the biggest
names in art, fashion, film and music, as well as producing
catwalk soundtracks for Givenchy, Westwood and Roksanda.
As co-founder of Playlister, Daios Cove's in-house music
directors, Dan has released an artist album JUNK, on their label Cochabamba
Records, as well as compiling and mixing the Beach Rouge compilations,
available on iTunes and Spotify.

VALERON
JUN 17 / AUG 5 / SEP 23

Corfu-born Valeron is recognized as one of the top talents
on the electronic and deep house scene in Greece having
worked alongside numerous artists around the world.
Valeron's sounds fuse Greek instruments with electronic
beats creating a true amalgam of rhythm and tunes
destined to leave us feeling intoxicated. This year sees
Valeron as resident DJ on Saturdays in Mykonos' legendary Scorpios as well as
releasing his third personal album destined to excite us all.

SHKOON LIVE
JUN 24

With different musical backgrounds, Ameen, Thorben and
Maher have developed their own sound mixing arabic
scales and traditional folk song with classical harmony. The
pioneers break down cultural boundaries through oriental
slow-house, where occidental electronics are seamlessly
fused with oriental melodies. Shkoon experiment with stunning vocals, piano,
violin and percussion to create an exhilarating atmosphere filled with textures
and spice.

KMLN
JUL 1

The international shapeshifting duo KMLN (pronounced
chameleon) bring together Italian producer and multiinstrumentalist Christopher Tooker and Canadian DJ and
producer Shawna Hofmann. Their eclectic soundscape
involves live instruments, syncopation and a seamless
flow between genres. Blending elements of deep tribal house and minimal
techno the duo move through tempos with layers of mind-altering colours. With
numerous releases in their portfolio, KMLN have played at some of the most
respected festivals around the globe including The BPM Festival, Miami Music
Week, Lightning in a Bottle, Global Eclipse to name but a few.

SALOME
JUL 8

Paris-born Salomé has been passionate about all genres of
music from a young age and her career as a music curator
and event planner from Paris to New York is testament to
this. Her music follows her all around the world, from Ibiza
to Burning Man and she has played alongside artists such
as Guy Gerber, Jamie Jones, Damian Lazarus and Honey Dijon. She now leads
the Black Coffee residency at Hï ibiza as well as pursuing her talents as singer
and songwriter.

GERD JANSON
JUL 15

Gerd Janson runs the established record label Running
Back with Thorsten Scheu (aka Glance) as well as being
one of the top DJs in the world of house and techno with
residencies at Robert Johnson and Panorama Bar. Janson
reconfigures well-known classics in an unexpected way –
and introduces you to new classics, a few months (or years) before you’ll hear
them played everywhere else. A DJ versatile enough to rock just about any
dance floor is here to amaze and entertain us.

VANESSA FREEMAN
JUL 22

Having previously made her mark as the vocalist behind
the Reel People’s "The Light", and with a string of
collaborations in her portfolio (Bugz In The Attic, Nathan
Haines, Da Lata, 4Hero) , Vanessa Freeman has sung with
jazz, funk and soul music royalty including Roy Ayers,
Herbie Hancock, Wayne Shorter and the Kyoto Jazz Massive. Delivering a
memorable fusion of neo-soul beats and funk-influenced jams, Vanessa
possesses a wonderful voice and individualistic delivery and approach to music.
"Dawning Of A New Day", "This Love" and "Who Are You" are tunes destined to
become your new favourites.

NITTY GRITTY
JUL 29

Former event producer in New York City, Nitty Gritty turned
to DJing in 2016. Within dreamy sounds described as
soulful electronica, Nitty Gritty's unique mixing style creates
constant depths of diversity, and takes everyone on a
magical music journey. She has performed in France, Italy,
Turkey, Mexico, El Salvador, New York and holds a residency at Alemagou Beach
in Mykonos.

JOHN MONKMAN
AUG 12

As a producer John Monkman has provided electronic
input, mixing and production for a number of mainstream
artists including Bryan Ferry, Duran Duran, Roxy Music,
Grace Jones, Paloma Faith, Gavin Turk and Hussein
Chalayan and has worked alongside members of
Radiohead, Nile Rodgers and David Gilmour. Having crafted a signature
powerhouse sound that has been strongly endorsed by Solomun, Maceo Plex
and Sasha, John Monkman has emerged as a much-trusted source for supreme
dance floor fuel.

PATRICE BÄUMEL
AUG 19

Patrice Bäumel is an internationally renowned DJ and
producer currently living in Amsterdam. Bäumel infuses
his productions and DJ sets with an infectious energy and
a sense of adventure, creating a sound that satisfies the
mind as well as the body. His music is what he calls 'techno
music for grown-ups'. Trademark productions such as ‘Roar’, ‘Glutes’, ’Mike
Tyson' or 'Mile High Gang' and remixes like his rework of BLOND:ISH's 'Endless
Games' are precise examples of this philosophy.

BETOKO
AUG 26

Mexican-born Betoko is a producer based in London who
has rapidly risen through the ranks of music. Early releases
display his distinctive approach in fusing techno, minimal
and house music with style. With millions of views on
YouTube, Betoko's global hit "Raining Again" has become
a classic and was voted Track of Summer 2012. Betoko's infectious sounds are
club and festival favourites around the world.

SIFA
SEP 9 / OCT 7

This Magic Monday sees Belgian DJ and producer Sifa at the
ready to take us on a mesmerizing journey through music.
Melodramatic soundscapes with perfectly balanced rhythm
and groove, sophisticated and well-structured buildups set
Sifa’s DJ gigs and mixes apart from the ordinary, and has
rewarded the wanderlust the gratification to play in various parts of the globe.
Sifa has played alongside DJs such as Art Department, Black Coffee, Omar-S, Catz
'n Dogz, Adam Port, David Mayer, Kenny Glasgow, Culoe de Song, and Boddhi
Satva. See you this Magic Monday at The Beach House for some great beats!

THE MEKANISM
SEP 16

The Mekanism aka Damien Roussel is a Parisian producer
with serious House roots. Releasing on labels such as Play It
Say It, Needwant and 2020 Vision, not to mention countless
remixes, has lead him to take his sound all over the globe
and establish himself as a resident at legendary parties in
Ibiza. Entertaining fans is something that comes completely naturally - whether it is
at BPM festival or in his bi-monthly residency at Faust in Paris.

FILMUS
SEP 30

Philippos Mast a.k.a. Filmus took his first steps as an
amateur DJ in small bars in Thessaloniki during his time as
a student at the University of Thessaloniki in 1999. He has
strong influences from electronic music such as Depeche
Mode, Radiohead, Massive Attack, Fatboy Slim, Kruder
& Dofmeister, Fila Brazillia, Bonobo, Thievery Corporation. Upon returning to
Crete, he was the main DJ at many parties and acclaimed clubs all over the
island. In 2009 his first broadcasting DJ sets on mixcloud became widely known
and gained many listeners all around world.

